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Passion for cycling
The impossible just takes 
a little longer



In keeping with our philosophy, we only design 
and manufacture smart trainers, which, along
with our simulator, make for a unique riding 
experience.



Bkool Simulator
Ride any route on Earth alongside thousands
of users from all over the world. 

You decide!

Available for Windows, Mac, iPad and Android.
Download the simulator from:

ROUTES VELODROME COMPETITIONSWORKOUTS



Experience in real time the weather and 
daylight conditions present anywhere in 
the world.

New York or Tokyo?
Discover thousands of routes around the 
world. Choose between video and 3D.

Upload your own outdoor routes and enjoy 
those shared by other users.

is an exclusive, Bkool-patented technology.

Bkool 3D Real Weather TM

Routes



Fight for the Tour’s yellow jersey or the Giro’s maglia rosa! 
Compete online in multi-player leagues and challenges with 
users from all over the world.

Feel the adrenaline!

Leagues, Competitions 
and Velodrome

Multi-player. Train with Bkoolers from other countries 
at any time of day.

Leagues. Take part in our sponsored competitions 
with hundreds of prizes, or if you prefer, create 
your own.

Gifts. Many prizes available that participants 
can win.

Velodrome. Enjoy a different type of cycling with games 
and classical races.



Workout creator
Customize what and how to train. It’s simple and 
intuitive thanks to our innovative Workout Creator.

Connect to Training Peaks
Import your workouts from Training Peaks to Bkool and 
train from home. 

Start training today!

Workouts

Specific workouts
Choose from the wide variety of workouts available or create your own.

Personalized experience
Each workout is tailored to your fitness level. 



Our premier trainer
Simulates slopes of up to 20%

Very silent Plug & Play Super stable Universal

Smart Pro2

Up to 

1.200W

What’s in the box

Front wheel stand, AC adaptor, quick release, USB ANT+ 
and premium subscription.

BKOOL ES...

Comfortable and easy to use

Plug & Play. Easy to set up, 
factory calibrated.

Foldable and light.
Folding stand.

Super stable. Thanks
to its telescoping legs.

Universal. Compatible with all 
wheel sizes from 20” to 29”.

Smart. Resistance and inertia 
are automatically adjusted



Real sensations at an unbeatable price
Simulates slopes of up to 8%

Smart Go

What’s in the box

Front wheel stand, AC adaptor, quick release, USB ANT+ 
and premium subscription.

Up to 

800W

BKOOL IS...

Comfortable and easy to use

Universal. Compatible with all 
wheel sizes from 20” to 29”.

Plug & Play. Easy to set up, 
factory calibrated.

Foldable and light.
Folding stand.

Super stable. Thanks
to its telescoping legs.

Smart. Resistance and inertia 
are automatically adjusted

Silent Plug & Play Super stable Universal



Bkool trainers are compatible with ANT+ FE-C and/or 
Bluetooth Smart cycling software.

Bkool Simulator

Bkool Mobile

Trainer Road

Garmin Edge Series

Zwift 

Kinomap

Compatible software

Android

BLE (Bluetooth Smart)ANT + FE-C

iOS

INCLUDED



ERG mode

Bkool Mobile App
Control your trainer’s resistance from your mobile

Set a distance and 
elevation change.

Simulate hills

Set time and target power
The trainer will adjust the 
resistance!

Set the target distance or time 
and start working out.

Just ride



Bkool Remote App
Turn your phone into a remote control for the simulator
Control the simulator’s options from your smartphone and only get off your bike when you’re done training.



Compatible with other trainers
Do you have a trainer from another brand?
You too can enjoy everything the Bkool simulator has to offer

CONNECTION TO THIRD-PARTY PLATFORMS.

For more information, go here (http://www.bkool.com/simulator/simulator2hEN)

Bkool connects to your favorite platforms



Accessories

Mat

Heart rate monitor
(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

Speed and cadence sensor
(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

12-mm quick release

Tablet mountSmartphone mount

Annual Premium Box

Cadence sensor
(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)



Bkool.com


